
Powerful Words

Good writers and effective speakers carefully choose their words, so that  they 
can precisely explain their idea or topic. Word choice can have a powerful 
effect on your message/writing.  

Directions: Read each pair of words. Determine which word is more powerful, intense, 

and precise than the other. Underline the more powerful and precise word.

said              murmured

mixed              stirred

glitters              shines

grow              thrive

lazy              sluggish

joy              delight

nibble              eat

open              accessible

accumulate              gather

replicate              copy

drive              commute

enough              adequate

tiny              miniature

flock              group

crawl              slither

crouch              bend

grab              capture

raise              increment
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Directions: Read the sentences carefully. Replace each underlined word with a verb that 
show similar action. Write the word on the line. 

______________ 1. Joshua grabbed the toy car from his younger brother. 

______________ 2. Jane mixed up some lemon juice in the chicken tortilla soup. 

______________ 3. Olivia took her friend to watch a movie.

______________ 4. The bear cub crawled into his warm and cozy den. 

______________ 5. Montana wrote a letter to her grandma.

______________ 6. I carefully held the little pup in my arms.

______________ 7. She shivered in  chilly, winter night.

______________ 8. The dog growled and barked at the stranger.

______________ 9. Christine pushed Anna to move ahead in the line. 

______________10. The teacher said, “ Please stay quiet and do your work.” 

______________11. It took Mom a while to clean the stubborn stains on my shirt. 

______________12. Kirsten jumped  in joy when his parents got him the young pup.

Action Words
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Meaning of 

Animal 

Idioms

An idiom is a word or phrase which means 

something di!erent from its literal meaning. 

Idioms are common phrases or terms whose 

meaning is not real, but can be understood 

by their popular use.

Directions:  Write the meaning of each idiom on the line provided. 

Idioms

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

- ____________________________________________________

1. Let the cat out of the bag

2. Pig out

3. Rat race

4. Get the lion’s share

5. Hold your horses

6. Dropping like flies

7. Cat nap

8. Take the bull by the horns

9. Clam up

10. Curiosity killed the cat

11. Goose is cooked

12. Packed like sardines - ____________________________________________________

Face a challenge or 
danger boldly Terribly crowded A short sleep Reveal a secret

Wait and be patient Now you’re in trouble
The biggest part of 

something
Dying/ giving up quickly

Become quiet suddenly
Fierce, competitive 

struggle for power or 
position

Eat a lot of something
Asking may get you in 
trouble
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Idioms

1. Neil forgot his umbrella, and it was ______________________________.

2. Xavier started to take piano lessons because Juan did. He is such a ___________________.

3. How can Kalyn look ______________________ even after a five-mile run?

4. Josh has been  ________________________ ,so he is going to see the doctor today.

5. I had ______________________ before the final round of  the chess tournament.

6. “  ______________________” said Mom, “supper is almost ready.”

Idioms

raining cats and dogs copycat hold your horses 

butterflies in my stomach as fresh as a daisy feeling a bit under the weather

Directions:  Complete each sentence using the appropriate idiom from the table below.
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Proverbs and Adages

Proverb is a short and popular saying in general use, stating a general truth, or piece of advice. 

Example: 

An adage is a well-known proverb that has been used for a long time.

Example:  

Directions:  Choose the correct word to complete each proverb or adage below.

1. All that glitters is not __________________ (gold   silver   crystal).

2. You can’t teach an old __________________ (cat   dog   man) new tricks.

3. The early bird gets the __________________ (pizza   soup   worm).

4. Don’t judge the __________________ (book   man   gift) by its cover.

5. Too many cooks spoil the __________________ (dinner   recipe   broth).

6. __________________ (chicken   birds   eagle) of  a feather flock together.

7. There are plenty of  __________________ (sharks   fish   clams) in the sea.

8. Action speaks louder than __________________ (drums   jokes   words).

9. Necessity is the mother of  __________________ (babies   invention   kittens).

10. Two wrongs don’t make a  __________________ (right   decision   painting).

11. Don’t count your chickens before they __________________ (eat   fly   hatch).
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Name:
Phonics and Word 

Recognition

Suffixes

Directions:Add -ance or -ence to complete each word. Write the completed word in the box. Refer a 
dictionary to find the stressed syllable in each word. Say each new word to hear how it is pronounced. 
Then underline the stressed syllable in each word.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1) griev         ____________

2) relev         ____________

3) persist      ____________

4) adher        ____________

5) adolesc     ____________

6) persever   ____________

7) subst        ____________

8) ambul       ____________

9) eleg          ____________

10) resid         ____________

11) emerg       ____________

12) disturb      ____________

13)   import      ____________
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1)0VS'LE 
'!'KOUBLE 

Many words in English that sound the 

same have more than one meaning. Read 

each pair of definitions below. Can you 

figure out the two words that sound alike, 

but are different in both their spelling and 

meaning? 

,,I 

1. a group of musicians OR to forbid something

2. a disease like a cold OR the past tense of fly

3. a large heavy mammal who likes to eat fish

OR a lack of covering

4. the reproductive part of a plant OR a powdery

ingredient used in food

5. a round container that has a handle and an

opening on top OR lacking in color

6. the absence of war OR a separate part of a

whole @ 
Z to have taken minerals or ore from the earth OR 

the part of a person that thinks, reasons and feels 

8. a yummy ice cream dessert OR a day of

the week
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